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Equation of state (Alder–Wainwright 1962)
Revisited by Li et al. (2022)



Alder–Wainwright (1962) (3/5)

Equation of state N = 72 (Alder–Wainwright 1962)
Revisited by Li et al. (2022)



Alder–Wainwright (1962) (4/5)

Pressure (running average).
5-hour computation, state-of-the-art non-reversible code
(2022)
Density η = 0.716, 870 disks, square box.
Li et al. (2022)



Alder–Wainwright (1962) (5/5)

Equation of state N = 870 (Alder–Wainwright 1962)
Revisited by Li et al. (2022)



2D melting transition

density η = 0.48 η = 0.72

Generic 2D systems cannot crystallize (Peierls, Landau 1930s)
but they can turn solid (Alder & Wainwright, 1962).
Nature of transition disputed for decades.



Kosterlitz–Thouless (1973)



Possible phases in two dimensions

density η = 0.48 η = 0.72

Phase positional order orientational order
solid algebraic long-range
hexatic short-range algebraic
liquid short-range short-range



Detailed balance - global balance

flow into a = Boltzmann weight π(a) (global balance
condition): ∑

k

π(t−1)(k)p(k → a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow into a

∑
k F(k→a)

= π(t)(a)

flow F(a → b) ≡ flow F(b → a) (detailed balance condition):

π(b)p(b → a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow from b to aF(b→a)

= π(a)p(a → b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F(a→b) flow from a to b
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Event-chain Monte Carlo

Bernard et al. (2009)
Simplest of many variants
See Krauth (2021) Front. Phys.



Hard-disk configuration

10242 hard disks
Bernard, Krauth (PRL 2011)



Equilibrium equation of state

1st-order liquid–hexatic (Bernard & Krauth, PRL (2011)).
Many confirmations (Engel, Anderson, Glotzer, Isobe, Bernard,
Krauth, PRE Milestone (2013)).



Equilibrium equation of state

Different views on the equation of state at N = 10242.



Possible phases (again)

density η = 0.48 η = 0.72

Phase positional order orientational order
solid algebraic long-range
hexatic short-range algebraic
liquid short-range short-range



Spatial correlations at η = 0.718 and 0.720

Two-dimensional pair correlations, sample-averaged.
At η = 0.718; hexatic: First-order liquid–hexatic transition.
At η ∼ 0.720: KT-type hexatic–solid transition.
Bernard & Krauth (PRL 2011).
Many confirmations.



Soft disks

Soft disks: V ∝ (σ/r)n.

Kapfer & Krauth (PRL 2015).
Two melting scenarios depending on softness n of potential.



Factorized Metropolis algorithm (1/2)

Metropolis algorithm

pMet(a → b) = min

1,
∏
i<j

exp (−β∆Ui ,j)


Factorized Metropolis algorithm (Michel, Kapfer, Krauth 2014)

pFact.(a → b) =
∏
i<j

min [1, exp (−β∆Ui ,j)] .

X Fact.(a → b) = X1,2 ∧ X1,3 ∧ · · · ∧ XN−1,N



Factorized Metropolis algorithm (2/2)

Total system potential

U({s1, . . . , sN}) =
∑
M∈Ω

UM({si : i ∈ IM}).

M = (IM ,TM) factor,IM : index set, TM : factor type.
Factorized Metropolis algorithm:

pFact(c → c ′) =
∏
M

min [1, exp (−β∆UM)] ,

Consensus:

X Fact(c → c ′) =
∧
M∈Ω

XM(cM → c ′M).



All-Atom Coulomb problem (1/5)

3D water model: bond, bending, Lennard-Jones, Coulomb
(SPC/Fw).



All-Atom Coulomb problem (2/5)

3D water model: bond, bending, Lennard-Jones, Coulomb
(SPC/Fw).
Factors and types.



All-Atom Coulomb problem (3/5)

Factor M = (IM ,TM): |IM | = 6, two molecules. TM =
‘Coulomb’.



All-Atom Coulomb problem (4/5)

Water model: bond, bending, Lennard-Jones, Coulomb
(SPC/Fw).



All-Atom Coulomb problem (5/5)

Complexity O(1) per ‘lifting’ move.
This is the cell-veto algorithm (Kapfer, Krauth (2016)).
Thinning, Walker (1977).



ECMC for all-atom water simulations

ECMC: Event-driven, approximation-free, canonical.
here oxygen–oxygen distance for 32 water molecules.
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ECMC (inside-first)

See: Faulkner, Qin, Maggs, Krauth (2018).



Lifting schemes and performance (1/3)

Lifting schemes for factors M with IM > 2 (here, IM = 4)



Lifting schemes and performance (2/3)

Events / Angstrom in SPC/Fw water



Lifting schemes and performance (3/3)

Local moves with far-away mediators

See: Faulkner, Qin, Maggs, Krauth (2018).



ECMC - JeLLyFysh (1/2)

cf Höllmer, Qin, Faulkner, Maggs & Krauth (2020):
‘JeLLyFysh’ Open-source Python application
for non-reversible Markov chains



ECMC - JeLLyFysh (2/2)

cf Höllmer, Qin, Faulkner, Maggs & Krauth (2020):
‘JeLLyFysh’ Open-source Python application
for non-reversible Markov chains



Conclusions

From hard disks to SPC/Fw water all-atom
Detailed balance - global balance
Sampling exp (−βU) without knowing U



Conclusions

From hard disks to SPC/Fw water all-atom
Equilibrium - steady state
Consensus replacing force calculations



Conclusions

From hard disks to SPC/Fw water all-atom
Equilibrium - steady state (indistinguishable from equilibrium)
Factors & factorized Metropolis algorithm


